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國立臺中教育大學 103 學年度碩士班招生考試 

英文試題 

適用學系：音樂學系碩士班(音樂教育組、音樂演奏與創作組) 

 

I.Vocabulary (20%, two points per item) 

1. Many pictures sent from outer space are currently on _____ in public library. 

A. account  B. exchange   C. display  D. duty 

2. Air pollution is definitely one of the major _____ of city life. 

A. disadvantages B. references   C. expressions  D. attempts 

3. Sending a man to the moon is a major ______ of the human race. 

A. prodigy  B. legend   C. anecdote  D. accomplishment 

4. I am not _____ that this proposal will lead to an improvement of the situation. 

A. impressed  B. convinced   C. deterred  D. refrained 

5. Right now the economy growth is satisfactory, but _____ when foreign 

competition is fierce, this will not be the case. 

A. preferably  B. effectively   C. eventually  D. fortunately 

6. As you are expected to work in close _____ with your colleagues, make sure your 

choose people with agreeable personality. 

A. productivity B. uniformity   C. discretion  D. collaboration 

7. An heiress is a woman who _____ great wealth. 

A. inherits  B. owns    C. accrues  D. invests 

8. The host of the show is very good at _____ power emotions from his audience. 

A. indicting  B. evoking   C. delaying  D. exaggerating 

9. The baseball coach tried to _____ the hope of victory in his team. 

A. accuse  B. fascinate   C. inscribe  D. instill 

10. The child _____ her father’s authority and misbehaved in church. 

A. appreciated  B. defied   C. noted   D. compromised 
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II.Grammar : Please choose the most appropriate word for the missing word in each 

blank according to its context. (30%, two points per item) 

11. The study shows that twenty-five percent of the participants _____ females. 

A. is  B. are  C. tend to  D. fail                        

12. The adventurers travel on these remote, rocky islands _______ to learn more 

about this once unknown continent of rock and ice. 

A. aims  B. and  C. who  D. trying                     

13. Zoologists are concerned now _______ penguins may become threatened because 

many countries are claiming interests in the riches of South Pole.  

A. that  B. with  C. which   D. where                                 

14. Some estimates are that 70 percent of the world’s freshwater is in South Pole. The 

ice here also provides an ancient atmospheric record that’s key to _______ new 

phenomenon such as the greenhouse effect.  

A. maintaining  B. door  C. studying  D. solve                        

15. Unfortunately, earthquakes in large cities, _____ their accompanying horrors, are 

not rare events.  

A. at  B. with  C. occur  D. release                                   

16. ______other force in nature can come close to matching the power of an 

earthquake -except tornado. 

A. While  B. The  C. No  D. Not                                     

17. Previous research ________ a great deal of consensus over the role of economic 

factors in migration decisions. 

A. will indicate  B. indicate  C. are indicating  D. indicates                                       

18. In the past, Kinmen, a small island, served as an unbreakable golden gate to guard 

the sea and affect the future of the whole _________ regions.  

A. neighboring  B. neighbors  C. neighbor  D. neighborhood                    

19. The founding heroes in this country were neither soldiers ____ emperors, but 

merchants who created its history.   

A. yet  B. and  C. nor  D. or                                     
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20. Taiwan’s national health insurance system is well-reputed for its high enrollment 

rate of over 90%, a high degree of fairness, high approval ratings, and low costs. 

It is also ranked the second best in the world only ______ Sweden’s.  

A. behind  B. before  C. prior to  D. previous to                           

21. In Taiwan, as many as 10 to 20% of students are involving a high level of 

physiologically dependent on the Internet, also ______ “digital dope,” putting 

Taiwan second only to Korea in the category. 

A. called  B. calls  C. calling  D. is called                       

22. I purchased a book entitled “No More Cries” last week at your store; ________, I 

found some missing pages.    

A. while  B. and  C. however  D. and yet                             

23.  _________ a pilot is my ultimate dream after I graduate.                          

A. Working  B. Being  C. Serving  D. Work 

24. The purpose of the present study aims to investigate the impact of language 

teaching ____ elementary school students’ development of vocabulary skills. 

A. at  B. on  C. with  D. in                                   

25.  Every one of the experiments ______ flawed. 

A. results in  B. are  C. deserves  D. is  

 

III.Reading Comprehension (30%, three points per item) 

 Police fired tear gas and arrested more than 5,000 passively resisting protestors 

Friday in an attempt to break up the largest antinuclear demonstration ever staged in 

the United States. More than 135,000 demonstrators confronted police on the 

construction site of a 1,000-megawatt nuclear power plant scheduled to provide power 

to most of southern New Hampshire. Organizers of the huge demonstration said, the 

protest was continuing despite the police actions. More demonstrators were arriving to 

keep up the pressure on state authorities to cancel the project. The demonstrator had 

charged that the project was unsafe in the densely populated area, would create 

thermal pollution in the bay, and had no acceptable means for disposing of its 

radioactive wasters. The demonstrations would go on until the jails and the courts were 

so overloaded that the state judicial system would collapse. 

 Governor Stanforth Thumper insisted that there would be no reconsideration of 

the power project and no delay in its construction set for completion in three years. 
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“This project will begin on time and the people of this state will begin to receive its 

benefits on schedule. Those who break the law in misguided attempts to sabotage the 

project will be dealt with according to the law,” he said. And police called in 

reinforcements from all over the state to handle the disturbances. 

 The protests began before dawn Friday when several thousand demonstrators 

broke through police lines around the cordoned-off construction site. They carried 

placards that read “No Nukes is Good Nukes,” “Sunpower, Not Nuclear Power,” and 

“Stop Private Profits from Public Peril.” They defied police order to move from the 

area. Tear gas canisters fired by police failed to dislodge the protestors who had come 

prepared with their own gas masks or facecloths. Finally gas-masked and helmeted 

police charged into the crowd to drag off the demonstrators one by one. The protestors 

did not resist police, but refused to walk away under their own power. Those arrested 

would be charged with unlawful assembly, trespassing, and disturbing the peace. 

 

26. What were the demonstrators protesting about? 

A. private profits 

B. nuclear power station 

C. the project of nuclear power construction 

D. public peril 

27. Who had gas-masks? 

A. everybody 

B. a part of the protestors 

C. policemen 

D. both B and C 

28. Which of the following was NOT mentioned as a reason for the demonstration? 

A. public transportation 

B. public peril 

C. pollution 

D. disposal of wastes. 

29. With whom were the jails and courts overloaded? 

A. with prisoners 

B. with arrested demonstrators 

C. with criminals 

D. with protestors 
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30. What is the attitude of Governor Stanforth Thumper toward the power project and 

the demonstration? 

A. stubborn 

B. insistent 

C. insolvable 

D. remissible 

Whenever you see an old film, even one made as little as ten years ago, you 

cannot help being struck by the appearance of the women taking part. Their hair-styles 

and make-up look dated; their skirts look either too long or too short; their general 

appearance is, in fact, slightly ludicrous. The men taking part in the film, on the other 

hand, are clearly recognizable. There is nothing about their appearance to suggest that 

they belong to an entirely different age. 

This illusion is created by changing fashions. Over the year, the great majority of 

men have successfully resisted all attempts to make them change their style of dress. 

The same cannot be said for women. Each year a few so- called top designers in Paris 

or London lay down the law and women the whole world over rush to obey. The 

decrees of the designers are unpredictable and dictatorial. This year, they decide in 

their arbitrary fashion, skirts will be short and waists will be high; zips are in and 

buttons are out. Next year the law is reversed and far from taking exception, no one is 

even mildly surprised. 

If women are mercilessly exploited year after year, they have only themselves to 

blame. Because they shudder at the thought of being seen in public in clothes that are 

out of fashion, they are annually black-mailed by the designers and the big stores. 

Clothes, which have been worn, only a few times have to be discarded because of the 

dictates of fashion. When you come to think of it, only a women is capable of standing 

in front of a wardrobe packed full of clothes and announcing sadly that she has nothing 

to wear. 

Changing fashions are nothing more than the deliberate creation of waste. Many 

women squander vast sums of money each year to replace clothes that have hardly 

been worn. Women, who cannot afford to discard clothing in this way, waste hours of 

their time altering the dresses they have. Hem-limes are taken up or let down; 

waist-lines are taken in or let out; neck-lines are lowered or raised, and so on. 

No one can claim that the fashion industry contributes anything really important to 

society. Fashion designers are rarely concerned with vital things like warmth, comfort 
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and durability. They are only interested in outward appearance and they take advantage 

of the fact that women will put up with any amount of discomfort, providing they look 

right. There can hardly be a man who hasn’t at some time in his life smiled at the sight 

of a woman shivering in a flimsy dress on a wintry day, or delicately picking her way 

through deep snow in dainty shoes. 

When comparing men and women in the matter of fashion, the conclusions to be 

drawn are obvious. Do the constantly changing fashions of women’s clothes, one 

wonders, reflect basic qualities of fickleness and instability? Men are too sensible to 

let themselves be bullied by fashion designers. Do their unchanging styles of dress 

reflect basic qualities of stability and reliability? That is for you to decide. 

 

31. The main idea of this passage is  

A. new fashions in clothes reflect the qualities of women 

B. new fashions in clothing are created solely for commercial exploitation of  

women 

C. the top designers seem to have the right to creating new fashion 

D. men have the basic quality of reliability 

32. Why do the general appearance of actresses look ludicrous? It is _____. 

A. because they want their appearance in the fashion 

B. because the top designers want them to follow the fashion 

C. because the top designers want them to make fashion 

D. because the top designers want them to lead the fashion 

33. Why are women mercilessly exploited by the fashion designers? 

A. They love new fashion.            

B. They love new clothes.  

C. They want to look beautiful.        

D. They are too vain. 

34. What are fashion designers interested in? 

A. outward appearance              

B. comfort 

C. beauty   

D. Durability 
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35. Which will be a proper title for this passage? 

A. Development of Fashions       

B. Differences between Women and Men 

C. Women and Fashions  

D. Design Industry 

 

IV.Writing (20%) 

If you have the opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks, which country 

would you like to visit? Explain your choice and use specific reasons and details to 

support your choice. Your writing should be around 150 words. 

 

 

 


